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FIG. 1.ÈDrawing of the FIRAS instrument. Light enters the sky horn
from the sky or the XCAL and the reference horn from the ICAL. After
reÑection from the folding Ñats (FL, FR), it bounces o† the mirrors (ML,
MR) and is analyzed by the polarizer (A). The collimator mirrors (CL, CR)
recollimate the light before it is split by a second polarizer (B) at 45¡. It is
then reÑected by the dihedral mirrors, with di†erent paths set by the mirror
mechanism. After reÑection, the light retraverses the beam splitter, colli-
mator mirrors, and analyzer. This time it is intercepted by the picko†
mirrors (PL, PR), which direct it into the elliptical mirrors (EL, ER), the
dichroic Ðlters, and, Ðnally, the detectors (Det–LH, Det–LL, Det–RH,
Det–RL).

relaxes the requirement on the reÑectivity of the calibrator
by more than an order of magnitude.

The input end of the Winston cone is connected to a
Ñared section like a trumpet bell, which suppresses di†ract-
ed sidelobes over a wide spectral band. Sidelobe measure-
ments have been reported (Mather et al. 1986) and are in
good agreement with the calculations based on the geo-
metrical theory of di†raction (Levy & Keller 1959). The
smooth transition to a curved Ñare also suppresses di†rac-
tion at the aperture, which would otherwise enable the
instrument to see itself through di†racted backscatter.

The entire instrument is operated in a vacuum and cooled
to 1.5 K by conduction to a superÑuid liquid helium tank. A
large external conical shield protects the cryostat and
instruments from direct radiation from the Sun and the
Earth. The Sun never illuminates the instruments or cryo-
stat, but the COBE orbit inclination combined with the
inclination of the EarthÏs equator to the ecliptic do allow
the Earth limb to rise a few degrees above the plane of the
instrument and sunshade apertures during about one-sixth
of the orbit for one-fourth of the year. During this period,
the sky horn could not be cooled to 2.7 K because of the
Earth limb heating. The edge of the shield is approximately
coplanar with the entrance aperture of the FIRAS instru-
ment, so there is no line-of-sight path for radiation from the
shield into the instruments. The calibrator and its support
arm project above the aperture plane and are exposed to
radiation from the warm parts of the cryostat and shade.
The e†ects of this radiation are reduced by multilayer insu-
lation and are estimated below. The temperatures reached
during the illumination by the Earth limb are described by
Mosier (1991).

The other input (the reference input) also had a Winston
cone, although a smaller one, and a calibrator (the internal
calibrator or ICAL [Fig. 2]). To match the emission proper-
ties, the length-to-diameter ratio for this reference cone
(reference horn) was similar to that of the main input cone
(sky horn). The ICAL was mounted in the reference horn
and could not be moved. It is similar in some respects to the
main calibrator (XCAL). The ICAL and reference horn
were useful in that they provided a signal much like that of
the sky and the sky horn. Because the interferometer mea-

FIG. 2.ÈCross section of the FIRAS calibrators. The XCAL is 140 mm
in diameter, and the ICAL is 60 mm in diameter. Heaters and thermom-
eters are indicated on the drawing. The Hot Spot heater was designed to
null a high-frequency excess in the CMBR. No excess was seen, but the Hot
Spot is part of the reason the ICAL has a reÑectance of D4%.

sures the di†erence between the two inputs, this reduced the
signal magnitude and relaxed the gain stability and
dynamic range requirements of the FIRAS instrument by
about a factor of 100.

The true comparison is between the sky and the XCAL,
which provides the absolute reference by radiating into the
same place with the same temperature (at di†erent times)
with all of the other parts of the instrument in similar states.
The ICAL has 4% reÑections and possible gradients of
several mK, but the real requirement on it is that it be
repeatable. This was tested over 10 months on sky data as
well as calibration data.

There are three requirements for the main calibrator : (1)
it must have a well-deÐned temperature that is known; (2) it
must have low reÑectivity (emissivity \ absorptivity \ 1) ;
and (3) it must completely Ðll the beam (i.e., have no
leakage).

2. CALIBRATOR DESIGN AND MATERIAL

The main calibrator is a full-beam temperature-
controlled external blackbody that was moved into the
aperture on command. It was used for 3 days per month (3
days per week for the last 7 weeks). Its temperature is con-
trolled by a servo loop using an electrical heater and a
germanium resistance thermometer (GRT). The control
range is 2È25 K, and the temperature was stable to within
the GRT resolution of about 0.2 mK (T /2.7 K)3. The tem-
perature is monitored by three additional GRTs in two
separate self-calibrating AC ohmmeter circuits. When not
in use, the calibrator is kept in a protected well, with the
active surface facing the sky. It is moved by a geared stepper
motor.

The calibrator is illustrated in Figure 2. It is 140 mm in
diameter, D230 mm long, and shaped like a trumpet mute,
with a central peak and a single groove, each with a full
angle of t \ 25¡. This shape is chosen to suppress specular
reÑections from the surface. For specular reÑections, a ray
incident on the calibrator parallel (i.e., visible to the
interferometer) to the axis must be reÑected from the surface
7 times before it leaves the calibrator region.

The calibrator is machined from two castings of Eccosorb
CR-110 (Emerson and Cuming 1980), one for the central
peak and one for the remainder, which are glued together
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is identiÐed as the transfer function, since the external cali-
brator is black and Ðlls the beam.

The s2 for the calibration for each channel is given in
Excess s2 indicates an imperfect model of theTable 1.

bolometer and vibration, and other possible errors. The
imperfect bolometer model is also indicated by preÑight
data on the bolometers alone. The s2/degrees of freedom
(dof) for the cold, null, skylike co-adds are much closer to
unity. This is expected because the hot calibrations stress
the model much more than the near-null sky conditions.

The Ðtted calibration models are then applied to both the
sky and the calibration spectra, resulting in sky co-adds and
calibration co-adds in absolute Ñux units. After calibration,
the sky spectra are adjusted to the solar system barycenter
in order to account for the EarthÏs orbital velocity around
the Sun, which would otherwise be readily detectable as an
additional variable dipole of amplitude 0.3 mK. Although
this further correlates the data, the correlation e†ect is neg-
ligible since the EarthÏs velocity around the Sun is D10~4c.

3.5. Destriping
After the barycenter-corrected co-adds were produced, a

linear Ðt was made to the sky and calibration co-adds from
all four low-frequency channels at each frequency. The Ðt
includes 14 time-dependent templates, four temperature

TABLE 1

CALIBRATION s2 AND NUMBER OF DEGREES OF FREEDOM FOR

EACH CHANNEL

LOW FREQUENCY HIGH FREQUENCY

PARAMETER Left Right Left Right

Short slow . . . . . . 68143 53795 451509 558325
dof . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 34856 35276 205650 200216

Fast . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20785 17198 228365 229018
dof . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 13688 14360 96552 95298

templates, and a parameter for the sky emission at each
pixel and frequency. Thus, 18 stripe parameters and 6068
Ñuxes are used to Ðt D100,000 co-adds separately at each
frequency. By simultaneously Ðtting all of the data sets with
a single ““ best ÏÏ sky and a photometric model, we get the
maximum amount of cross checking on each data set. By
simultaneously Ðtting the calibration data, we e†ectively
recalibrate the data, get the best sky signal, and get a covari-
ance matrix to measure the correlations we have introduced
by this process. The s2 for this Ðtting is shown in Figure 1.

The templates consist of two global-decaying exponen-
tials with time constants of 61 and 153 days, and step func-
tions for three time periods for each of the four channels.
The exponentials were included because an exponential-like
decay was seen in the data, both in the sky data and in the
calibration data et al. The cause of this is(Fixsen 1994b).
not known, but it is seen in all of the detectors and scan
modes. The time-period templates were unity during a
certain period and zero at other times. Two of the periods
were when the concentrator temperatures were raised to 6
and 4 K, respectively. The third period covers the rest of the
time when the concentrator temperatures were 2.73 K. The
transition between these periods was very short and not
used. The temperature of the dihedral mirrors was also used
as a template because parts of the instrument had tem-
perature Ñuctuations of D2 K, correlated with the dihedral
mirror temperature. We use a separate model for each
channel because the higher temperatures may have di†erent
e†ects on the di†erent detectors. The calibration corrected
for these, but there is uncertainty in the correction. We
reduce the residual uncertainty by using the more abundant
sky data to determine the corrections.

4. THE FIRAS TEMPERATURE SCALE

et al. gave the absolute temperature of theMather (1994)
CMBR as 2.726^ 0.010 K, with a conservative systematic

FIG. 2.ÈThe frequency of the C` line as a function of Galactic longitude. Galactic rotation is clearly evident. The diamond shows the low-frequency
measurement, which was used to set the frequency scale.
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Fig. 1.—Spectra resulting from the fit to fixed spatial templates with 1 j
errors. (a) Monopole spectrum with errors magnified by a factor of 200; the
curve is a 2.725 K Planck spectrum. (b) Dipole spectrum; the curve is a
3.36 mK differential Planck spectrum. (c) Galactic spectra; the dashed and
dotted lines are the fits to the 240 and 100 mm maps, respectively, and the
points are the sum. (d) Anisotropy spectrum; the curve is the 39 mK differential
Planck spectrum predicted by WMAP.

TABLE 1
Correlations of Fit

Uniform Dipole Dust (G) Dust (H) Anisotropy

Uniform . . . . . . . . . 1.000 !0.017 0.341 !0.704 !0.162
Dipole . . . . . . . . . . . !0.017 1.000 0.084 !0.055 0.097
Dust (G) . . . . . . . . 0.341 0.084 1.000 !0.861 !0.096
Dust (H) . . . . . . . . !0.704 !0.055 !0.860 1.000 0.140
Anisotropy . . . . . . !0.162 0.097 !0.096 0.140 1.000

Fig. 2.—Mean anisotropy spectrum, as in Fig. 1d, with the points averaged
in frequency. The uncertainties are 1 j. The solid line is the differential Planck
spectrum predicted by WMAP, and the dashed line with error band is the best-
fit Planck spectrum.

pressed in the analysis because of the differences in theWMAP
and FIRAS instruments and scan patterns.
A point near 5 cm!1 appears 4 j below the prediction. In

fact it is approximately 3 j low (including the correlation of
nearby points). It may also be seen in Figure 1 of Fixsen et
al. (1997), but these are not independent; the same FIRAS data
are used in the construction of both spectra. The probability
that at least one point in the 43 point spectrum is at least this
deviant is 10%, so it may be chance.
Figure 2 shows the anisotropy spectrum along with the pre-

dicted Planck spectrum based on the WMAP data alone. The
data at different frequencies are mildly (∼10%) correlated,
which is accounted for in the spectral analysis.
If we fit the FIRAS spectrum to a Planck spectrum,

, we find correlated rms temperature fluctuations ofa!B /!Tn

K compared with theWMAP value of 39 mK.a p 39.5! 2.5 m
We can further analyze the spectrum to search for evidencean

of spectral distortions due to the Sunyaev-Zeldovich (SZ) effect
(Zeldovich & Sunyaev 1969), or for signs of residual Galactic
contamination. We fit to a model of the forma a!B /!T"n n

, where2b(!1/2T )Y " ggn B (T ) Y(n, T ) p B(n, T )x/(1!0 n n D 0 0
and is the dust tem-!xe )[x/ tanh (x/2)! 4], (x p hn/kT ) T0 D

perature. The fit is not very sensitive to this temperature since
the peak is far above the frequencies under consideration. Since
the WMAP temperature map was normalized to have unit rms,
a corresponds to the rms level of Planckian temperature an-
isotropy, b corresponds to the rms level of Sunyaev-Zeldovich

temperature anisotropy in the Rayleigh-Jeans limit, and g cor-
responds to the rms level of dust emission relative to the emis-
sion at the Galactic poles, since the normalization z is chosen
so the spectrum matches that at the Galactic poles. For T pD

K, (a, b, g mK, mK, ).15 ) p (39! 3 2! 6 0.012! 0.014
The value of a is consistent with the measured WMAP rms of
39 mK. There is no evidence for Sunyaev-Zeldovich anisotropy
or residual Galactic signal.
The five WMAP single-frequency rms fluctuation data at

22.77, 33.02, 40.72, 60.75, and 93.53 GHz can be fitted to the
same templates and the results combined with the 43 point
FIRAS spectrum to form a single 48 point spectrum. Whilean

some of the contamination is due to Galactic synchrotron and
free-free emission, these are correlated to the dust so the dust
templates remove much of it (for ). These spectra areFbF 1 10"
fitted for a, b, and g giving (a, b, g K,) p (38.7! 2.5 m

K, ), with K. Treating the SZ0! 5 m 0.012! 0.014 T p 15D

coefficient as an upper limit, and assuming the SZ signal is
uncorrelated with the primary anisotropy, we conclude that not
more than 10/39, or 25%, of the WMAP variance could be due
to distortions from the Sunyaev-Zeldovich effect at a 95% con-
fidence level. This corresponds to an upper limit of DT p

mK, or for rms fluc-1/2 !6(10/39) # 39 mK p 18 Dy p 3# 10
tuations on a ∼5" angular scale, consistent with the limit on a
uniform SZ distortion of (Mather et al. 1994)!6FyF ! 15# 10
and the limit of SZ distortion by Bennett et al. (2003c). The
limits obtained here make no assumption about the spatial dis-
tribution of the gas and are based on direct measurements of
the spectrum in the Wien region, where the SZ distortion is
manifest.
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Fig. 1.—Spectra resulting from the fit to fixed spatial templates with 1 j
errors. (a) Monopole spectrum with errors magnified by a factor of 200; the
curve is a 2.725 K Planck spectrum. (b) Dipole spectrum; the curve is a
3.36 mK differential Planck spectrum. (c) Galactic spectra; the dashed and
dotted lines are the fits to the 240 and 100 mm maps, respectively, and the
points are the sum. (d) Anisotropy spectrum; the curve is the 39 mK differential
Planck spectrum predicted by WMAP.

TABLE 1
Correlations of Fit

Uniform Dipole Dust (G) Dust (H) Anisotropy

Uniform . . . . . . . . . 1.000 !0.017 0.341 !0.704 !0.162
Dipole . . . . . . . . . . . !0.017 1.000 0.084 !0.055 0.097
Dust (G) . . . . . . . . 0.341 0.084 1.000 !0.861 !0.096
Dust (H) . . . . . . . . !0.704 !0.055 !0.860 1.000 0.140
Anisotropy . . . . . . !0.162 0.097 !0.096 0.140 1.000

Fig. 2.—Mean anisotropy spectrum, as in Fig. 1d, with the points averaged
in frequency. The uncertainties are 1 j. The solid line is the differential Planck
spectrum predicted by WMAP, and the dashed line with error band is the best-
fit Planck spectrum.

pressed in the analysis because of the differences in theWMAP
and FIRAS instruments and scan patterns.
A point near 5 cm!1 appears 4 j below the prediction. In

fact it is approximately 3 j low (including the correlation of
nearby points). It may also be seen in Figure 1 of Fixsen et
al. (1997), but these are not independent; the same FIRAS data
are used in the construction of both spectra. The probability
that at least one point in the 43 point spectrum is at least this
deviant is 10%, so it may be chance.
Figure 2 shows the anisotropy spectrum along with the pre-

dicted Planck spectrum based on the WMAP data alone. The
data at different frequencies are mildly (∼10%) correlated,
which is accounted for in the spectral analysis.
If we fit the FIRAS spectrum to a Planck spectrum,

, we find correlated rms temperature fluctuations ofa!B /!Tn

K compared with theWMAP value of 39 mK.a p 39.5! 2.5 m
We can further analyze the spectrum to search for evidencean

of spectral distortions due to the Sunyaev-Zeldovich (SZ) effect
(Zeldovich & Sunyaev 1969), or for signs of residual Galactic
contamination. We fit to a model of the forma a!B /!T"n n

, where2b(!1/2T )Y " ggn B (T ) Y(n, T ) p B(n, T )x/(1!0 n n D 0 0
and is the dust tem-!xe )[x/ tanh (x/2)! 4], (x p hn/kT ) T0 D

perature. The fit is not very sensitive to this temperature since
the peak is far above the frequencies under consideration. Since
the WMAP temperature map was normalized to have unit rms,
a corresponds to the rms level of Planckian temperature an-
isotropy, b corresponds to the rms level of Sunyaev-Zeldovich

temperature anisotropy in the Rayleigh-Jeans limit, and g cor-
responds to the rms level of dust emission relative to the emis-
sion at the Galactic poles, since the normalization z is chosen
so the spectrum matches that at the Galactic poles. For T pD

K, (a, b, g mK, mK, ).15 ) p (39! 3 2! 6 0.012! 0.014
The value of a is consistent with the measured WMAP rms of
39 mK. There is no evidence for Sunyaev-Zeldovich anisotropy
or residual Galactic signal.
The five WMAP single-frequency rms fluctuation data at

22.77, 33.02, 40.72, 60.75, and 93.53 GHz can be fitted to the
same templates and the results combined with the 43 point
FIRAS spectrum to form a single 48 point spectrum. Whilean

some of the contamination is due to Galactic synchrotron and
free-free emission, these are correlated to the dust so the dust
templates remove much of it (for ). These spectra areFbF 1 10"
fitted for a, b, and g giving (a, b, g K,) p (38.7! 2.5 m

K, ), with K. Treating the SZ0! 5 m 0.012! 0.014 T p 15D

coefficient as an upper limit, and assuming the SZ signal is
uncorrelated with the primary anisotropy, we conclude that not
more than 10/39, or 25%, of the WMAP variance could be due
to distortions from the Sunyaev-Zeldovich effect at a 95% con-
fidence level. This corresponds to an upper limit of DT p

mK, or for rms fluc-1/2 !6(10/39) # 39 mK p 18 Dy p 3# 10
tuations on a ∼5" angular scale, consistent with the limit on a
uniform SZ distortion of (Mather et al. 1994)!6FyF ! 15# 10
and the limit of SZ distortion by Bennett et al. (2003c). The
limits obtained here make no assumption about the spatial dis-
tribution of the gas and are based on direct measurements of
the spectrum in the Wien region, where the SZ distortion is
manifest.
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3. THE ZODIACAL DUST CLOUD

3.1. General Characteristics of the Emission Spectrum

The CIB and ISM spectra we derived are similar to those
presented by Hauser et al. (1998), Arendt et al. (1998), and
Fixsen et al. (1996, 1998). The new aspect of our study is the
10–1000 lm spectrum of the ZD cloud, which is shown in
Figure 2, normalized to that of a 240 K blackbody. The fig-
ure shows that at wavelengths below !150 lm the ZD spec-
trum is roughly that of a 240 K blackbody with a gray
emissivity of !3" 10#7, similar to the value of 10#7 quoted
by Leinert (1996) for the optical depth of the zodiacal cloud.
At wavelengths above 150 lm, the emissivity becomes wave-
length dependent, falling off as !#2.

In spite of its simplicity, this one-temperature fit to the
ZD spectrum can be used to derive valuable information
about the size distribution and mass of the main cloud. The
temperature of the spectrum is lower than the value of 279K
expected for a blackbody at a distance of 1 AU from the
Sun. This suggests that a significant contribution to the
spectrum arises from cooler dust at larger distances.
Detailed Mie calculations show that the emissivity of a
spherical dust particle is roughly unity at wavelengths
shorter that 2"a, where a is the radius of the particle, falling
off as !#n, with n $ 1 2, at longer wavelengths. From these
general dust properties we can conclude that the ZD spec-
trum is dominated by emission from particles with radii
smaller than !30 lm. A large population of bigger particles
will produce a gray blackbody spectrum that, normalized to
that of a blackbody, will remain flat beyond 150 lm, con-
trary to the observed !#2 decline.

For an optically thin cloud, the emissivity of the graybody
is equal to its optical depth. The optical depth can be written
as # ¼ nd"a2L, where nd is the number density of dust par-
ticles of radius a and L is Earth’s distance to the edge of the
cloud. Modeling the cloud as a simple cylinder with a helio-
centric radius R ¼ 3 AU (L ¼ 2 AU) and height
h ¼ 0:25 AU, and adopting a grain density $ ¼ 3 g cm#3

and radius a ¼ 30 lm, gives a value of Mz ¼

"R2hndð4"$a3=3Þ $ 3" 1018 g, which is consistent with the
mass derived with the more detailed model described below.

3.2. DetailedModeling of the Zodiacal Dust Spectrum

The single temperature cylindrical representation of the
ZD cloud properties is useful, but a clear oversimplification
of the true nature of the spectrum and the spatial distribu-
tion of the dust. In a more realistic model, the observed IR
brightness at frequency % along any given line of sight
through the ZD cloud is given by the double integral,

S%ð%; &;'Þ ¼
Z Z

n0K ½&;';RðsÞ)B%½%;TðsÞ)

" "a2Qð%; aÞf ðaÞ da ds ; ð3Þ

where R is the distance from the Sun, s is the distance along
the line of sight that is defined by h, its angle above the eclip-
tic plane, and ', the angle around the Sun, which is deter-
mined by the time of year, B% is the Planck function, T(s) is
the dust temperature at the point s along the line of sight, n0
is the number density of dust particles in the plane of the
ecliptic at a distance of 1 AU from the Sun, f ðaÞ is the grain
size distribution normalized to unity, Qð%; aÞ is the dust
emissivity, and K [h,',R(s)] is the geometric form factor of
the ZD cloud describing the variations in the number den-
sity of dust particles as a function of {h, ', s}. Of course
equation (3) can only be tested along lines of sight covered
by the FIRAS survey, that is, those that are at right angles
to the Sun-Earth vector; thus the relation betweenR and s is
given byR * RðsÞ ¼ 1þ s2ð Þ1=2 (R, s in AU).

We used the smooth dust cloud as parameterized by Kel-
sall et al. (1998) to characterize the density distribution of
the ZD cloud. Using the notation in Kelsall et al.,

Kð&;';RÞ ¼ R#(e#)g* ;

g ¼
ðZ=RÞ2

2l
forjZ=Rj < l ;

jZ=Rj# l=2 forjZ=Rj , l ;

8
><

>:
ð4Þ

where Z ¼ s sin & is the height above the ecliptic plane.
From Kelsall et al. (1998; see the entries for the smooth
cloud in Table 1 of their paper), ( ¼ 1:34, ) ¼ 4:14,
* ¼ 0:942, and l ¼ 0:189 . The eccentricity of the Earth’s
orbit and the small offset of the cloud from the Sun were
ignored in our calculations.

The dust temperature, T(s), at any position s along the
line of sight is given by

TðsÞ ¼ Tð0Þ
!QQ0

!QQs

! "1=4

R#1=2 ; ð5Þ

where T(0) is the dust temperature at 1 AU and !QQ0 and !QQs

are the Planck-averaged dust emissivities at temperatures
T(0) and T(s), respectively. Figure 2 shows that the zodiacal
spectrum deviates from that of a blackbody only at wave-
lengths longer than !100 lm. So in practice, for dust
temperatures above !100 K, ð!QQ0=!QQsÞ1=4 $ 1, and the dust
temperature decreases with distance as R#1/2. This radial
dependence is very close to the R#0.47 decrease derived by
Kelsall et al. (1998). From Figure 2, less than 0.5% of the
radiation is affected by the finite size of the particle, justify-
ing the simplification that the dust temperature is independ-
ent of grain size.

Fig. 2.—The 10–1000 lm annually averaged spectrum of the zodiacal
dust cloud normalized to that of a 240 K blackbody. Diamonds represent
the DIRBE data, and the solid error bars represent the FIRAS spectrum.
At wavelengths below!150 lm the ZD spectrum is that of a graybody with
an optical depth of !3" 10#7. At longer wavelengths the dust emissivity
falls off as !#2, as shown by the solid line. [See the electronic edition of the
Journal for a color version of this figure.]
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fore avoids a potential problem of the third method (which
relies on the DIRBE analysis) using backgrounds derived
from the IRÈH I correlation only. Two problems with this
method are that, at the FIRAS resolution, the correlation
between the IR and the H I line intensity is nonlinear and
that it ignores the molecular regions. The Ðrst was treated
by using a quadratic Ðt to the relation. This choice is not
unique, but it is supported by observations of the IRÈH I

correlation in the Galaxy et al.(DallÏOglio 1985 ; Reach,
Koo, & Heiles Molecular clouds are less abundant at1994).
the high Galactic latitudes that are used here.

The third method relies on the accuracy of the DIRBE
determination of the FIRB. The main uncertainties in the
background determination are those associated with the
determination of the foreground emission, and they are dis-
cussed in detail by et al. The use of a DIRBEHauser (1998).
template for the FIRAS background determination intro-
duces another uncertainty, namely, the consistency between
the FIRAS and DIRBE calibrations. et al.Fixsen (1997b)
show that the most signiÐcant di†erence in the calibration is
in the 240 km DIRBE band, but using the FIRAS instead of
the DIRBE calibration for that band introduces a very
small change in the background, from a value of 13.6 to 12.7
nW m~2 sr~1 et al.(Hauser 1998).

Overall, the three methods yield a consistent spectrum for
the FIRB, an encouraging result considering the substantial
di†erences in the three approaches (see top). TheFig. 4,
weaknesses of each method are compensated by the other
methods. The color method assumes a single spectrum, but
the other methods allow for color variation in the Galactic
foreground. The line-emission method uses a quadratic Ðt
over 25% of the sky, but the other methods use linear Ðts
that are insensitive to the fraction of sky. The DIRBE
method only uses the correlation between H I and the fore-
ground in small regions, but the line-emission method
includes ionized gas and the color method makes no
assumptions about the gas.

In all three FIRB spectra, the background peaks at D50
cm~1 (D200 km) and exhibits a deÐnite turnover at the
higher frequencies. The higher frequencies are more a†ected
by both noise and systematic e†ects. The average of the
three spectra can be Ðtted by

Il \ (1.3 ^ 0.4) ] 10~5(l/l0)0.64B0.12Pl(18.5 ^ 1.2 K) ,

(5)

in the 5È80 cm~1 frequency range (j between 125 and 2000
km), where cm~1, and is the familiar Planckl0 \ 100 Plfunction. The uncertainties are highly correlated, with
correlations of 0.98 for the intensity and index, [0.99 for
the intensity and temperature, and [0.95 for the index and
temperature.

(bottom) compares the analytical Ðt of the FIRBFigure 4
derived here to the tentative background derived by Puget
et al. The spectra di†er signiÐcantly at l D 35È60(1996).
cm~1, probably the result of the di†erence in subtraction of
dust emission related to H`. The crosses in the Ðgure rep-
resent the nominal DIRBE detections at 140 and 240 km,
while the diamonds represent the DIRBE detections using
the FIRAS calibration. While the e†ect of the FIRAS cali-
bration is larger at 140 km, the uncertainty in the cali-
bration is larger at this wavelength. So the FIRB derived
here is consistent with that derived by the DIRBE, within

FIG. 4.ÈTop : Comparison of the background spectra derived by the
three di†erent methods. The solid line is the color model the dotted(° 3.1),
line is the H IÈII] model and the dashed line is the DIRBE model(° 3.2),

The smooth curve is K), where(° 3.3). 1.3 ] 10~5(l/l
o

)0.64Pl(18.5 l
o

\ 100
cm~1 and P is the Planck function. Bottom : A comparison of the average
background spectrum derived in this paper (given by its analytical repre-
sentation, solid line) with the DIRBE determination (crosses) at 140 and
240 km et al. and the range of allowable 100 km intensities(Hauser 1998)

et al. The diamonds are the DIRBE determinations recalib-(Dwek 1998).
rated with the cross calibration in The light lines representFixsen (1997b).
1 p errors on the derivation. Also shown is the tentative determination of
the background by et al. with (dashed line) and withoutPuget (1996)
(dashedÈtriple-dotted line) their H` correction.

the uncertainty of the DIRBE-FIRAS calibration. The
range of values for the FIRB at 100 km represents the upper
limit derived by Mather, & OdenwaldKashlinsky, (1996)
from a Ñuctuation analysis of the 100 km DIRBE maps, and
the lower limit is derived by et al. from the 140Dwek (1998)
and 240 km DIRBE detections.

et al. show that the uniform DIRBEDwek (1998)
residuals cannot be produced by any local (solar system or
Galactic) emission sources. Hence, the uniform residual
derived here is most likely of extragalactic origin. The total
Ñux received in this wavelength region is 14 nW m~2 sr~1,
or about 20% of the total expected Ñux of about 70 nW
m~2 sr~1 associated with the production of metals
throughout the history of the universe in some models

et al.(Dwek 1998).

We thank the many people involved in processing the
FIRAS data. We thank the DIRBE team for helpful dis-
cussions and the zodiacal model, G. Hinshaw for help in
producing the plots, and the referee, W. Reach, for his
helpful comments. This work was supported by the Office of
Space Sciences at NASA Headquarters.
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Full sky map of Major Galactic Lines 

Fixsen, Bennet & Mather ApJ 526:20 1999 
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Calibration check of DIRBE 

Fixsen etal ApJ 490:482 1997 
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FIG. 3a FIG. 3b

FIG. 3c

FIG. 3.ÈScatter plots of the DIRBE data vs. the FIRAS data, after conversion to a common format. The solid line corresponds to the adopted Ðt given in
(a) 240 km (band 10), (b) 140 km (band 9), and (c) 100 km (band 8, using the 8A bandpass).Table 2.

clearly not the major uncertainty in comparing the two data
sets. The di†erence in the Ðts with and without the Galactic
plane is consistently a larger factor. This might be a
problem with detailed pointing, beam shape problems,
color variation di†erences coupled with errors in the
response function, or variation in zodiacal emission. All of
these problems are larger at higher frequency, and many of
them are larger in the Galactic plane.

Even with these limitations, for DIRBE bands 10 and 9,
there is no evidence for nonlinearity : the gain ratio can be
determined to within a percent or so, and the o†set can be
roughly determined. For the gain ratio and quadratic term,
the estimates including the Galactic plane are better
because they have a much longer lever arm, as indicated by

the statistical uncertainties. Still, the variation when the
Galactic plane is excluded should not be ignored but used
as evidence of the real uncertainty of the comparison. To
Ðnd the o†set between the measurements, removing the
Galactic plane eliminates many of the problems and uncer-
tainties of the comparison as indicated by the s2 but leaves
two-thirds of the sky to compare. Again, the di†erences
between the other Ðts are an indicator of the real uncer-
tainty.

The comparison between FIRAS and DIRBE band 8 has
all of the caveats of the comparison to bands 9 and 10, plus
those associated with the ““ color ÏÏ correction. Many other
schemes for comparing the FIRAS data with the DIRBE
band 8 data are possible ; the methods shown here are
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² Fourier Transform Spectrometer (FTS) 
Direct measurement of Spectrum Difference 

² Constant Frequency Sampling 
    Stationary Noise 
² External Calibrator 

Needs to be Blacker for improved Measurement 
Look at it More 

² Winston Concentrator 
Needs to be Square to Maintain Polarization 
Hard to get less than 5 deg Tophat Beam 

² Large Detector 
Bigger is Better 
Make it a Mesh to minimize Cosmic Rays 

Good Ideas 
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² Rarely looked at external calibrator 
     Limit is how well we see the Calibrator not Sky 
² Lots of modes of operation 
     Most of useful data from SS 
² Sampling in only One direction 

Limits phase separation between Det & Inst 
² Averaging data before deglitching 
    Reduces signal to find CR  
    Increases amount of data contaminated 
² Bad Detectors (RL, LH) 

RL is worth ~15% or LL; LH is worth 5% of RH 
² Internal Calibrator 

94% Black: Metal cup?? 
² Vibrating Mirror 
 

Not so Good Ideas 
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Improvements? 

² Larger Etendu 
² Colder Detectors (Reduce  noise) 
² Good Detectors (All 4) 
² Instrument to match CMB (2.725 K) 
² Take Data in BOTH directions 
² Use Telescope to fed FTS instead of Horn 
² Always look at Calibrator 
² Symmetrize Instrument 
² Record all Data 
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FIRAS was a Great experiment 
Let’s do it again 
This time with feelin’ 
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Kicp-workshops.uchicago.edu/CMB_Distortion 
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Calibrator Design 

Mather etal ApJ 512:511 1999 

512 MATHER ET AL. Vol. 512

FIG. 1.ÈDrawing of the FIRAS instrument. Light enters the sky horn
from the sky or the XCAL and the reference horn from the ICAL. After
reÑection from the folding Ñats (FL, FR), it bounces o† the mirrors (ML,
MR) and is analyzed by the polarizer (A). The collimator mirrors (CL, CR)
recollimate the light before it is split by a second polarizer (B) at 45¡. It is
then reÑected by the dihedral mirrors, with di†erent paths set by the mirror
mechanism. After reÑection, the light retraverses the beam splitter, colli-
mator mirrors, and analyzer. This time it is intercepted by the picko†
mirrors (PL, PR), which direct it into the elliptical mirrors (EL, ER), the
dichroic Ðlters, and, Ðnally, the detectors (Det–LH, Det–LL, Det–RH,
Det–RL).

relaxes the requirement on the reÑectivity of the calibrator
by more than an order of magnitude.

The input end of the Winston cone is connected to a
Ñared section like a trumpet bell, which suppresses di†ract-
ed sidelobes over a wide spectral band. Sidelobe measure-
ments have been reported (Mather et al. 1986) and are in
good agreement with the calculations based on the geo-
metrical theory of di†raction (Levy & Keller 1959). The
smooth transition to a curved Ñare also suppresses di†rac-
tion at the aperture, which would otherwise enable the
instrument to see itself through di†racted backscatter.

The entire instrument is operated in a vacuum and cooled
to 1.5 K by conduction to a superÑuid liquid helium tank. A
large external conical shield protects the cryostat and
instruments from direct radiation from the Sun and the
Earth. The Sun never illuminates the instruments or cryo-
stat, but the COBE orbit inclination combined with the
inclination of the EarthÏs equator to the ecliptic do allow
the Earth limb to rise a few degrees above the plane of the
instrument and sunshade apertures during about one-sixth
of the orbit for one-fourth of the year. During this period,
the sky horn could not be cooled to 2.7 K because of the
Earth limb heating. The edge of the shield is approximately
coplanar with the entrance aperture of the FIRAS instru-
ment, so there is no line-of-sight path for radiation from the
shield into the instruments. The calibrator and its support
arm project above the aperture plane and are exposed to
radiation from the warm parts of the cryostat and shade.
The e†ects of this radiation are reduced by multilayer insu-
lation and are estimated below. The temperatures reached
during the illumination by the Earth limb are described by
Mosier (1991).

The other input (the reference input) also had a Winston
cone, although a smaller one, and a calibrator (the internal
calibrator or ICAL [Fig. 2]). To match the emission proper-
ties, the length-to-diameter ratio for this reference cone
(reference horn) was similar to that of the main input cone
(sky horn). The ICAL was mounted in the reference horn
and could not be moved. It is similar in some respects to the
main calibrator (XCAL). The ICAL and reference horn
were useful in that they provided a signal much like that of
the sky and the sky horn. Because the interferometer mea-

FIG. 2.ÈCross section of the FIRAS calibrators. The XCAL is 140 mm
in diameter, and the ICAL is 60 mm in diameter. Heaters and thermom-
eters are indicated on the drawing. The Hot Spot heater was designed to
null a high-frequency excess in the CMBR. No excess was seen, but the Hot
Spot is part of the reason the ICAL has a reÑectance of D4%.

sures the di†erence between the two inputs, this reduced the
signal magnitude and relaxed the gain stability and
dynamic range requirements of the FIRAS instrument by
about a factor of 100.

The true comparison is between the sky and the XCAL,
which provides the absolute reference by radiating into the
same place with the same temperature (at di†erent times)
with all of the other parts of the instrument in similar states.
The ICAL has 4% reÑections and possible gradients of
several mK, but the real requirement on it is that it be
repeatable. This was tested over 10 months on sky data as
well as calibration data.

There are three requirements for the main calibrator : (1)
it must have a well-deÐned temperature that is known; (2) it
must have low reÑectivity (emissivity \ absorptivity \ 1) ;
and (3) it must completely Ðll the beam (i.e., have no
leakage).

2. CALIBRATOR DESIGN AND MATERIAL

The main calibrator is a full-beam temperature-
controlled external blackbody that was moved into the
aperture on command. It was used for 3 days per month (3
days per week for the last 7 weeks). Its temperature is con-
trolled by a servo loop using an electrical heater and a
germanium resistance thermometer (GRT). The control
range is 2È25 K, and the temperature was stable to within
the GRT resolution of about 0.2 mK (T /2.7 K)3. The tem-
perature is monitored by three additional GRTs in two
separate self-calibrating AC ohmmeter circuits. When not
in use, the calibrator is kept in a protected well, with the
active surface facing the sky. It is moved by a geared stepper
motor.

The calibrator is illustrated in Figure 2. It is 140 mm in
diameter, D230 mm long, and shaped like a trumpet mute,
with a central peak and a single groove, each with a full
angle of t \ 25¡. This shape is chosen to suppress specular
reÑections from the surface. For specular reÑections, a ray
incident on the calibrator parallel (i.e., visible to the
interferometer) to the axis must be reÑected from the surface
7 times before it leaves the calibrator region.

The calibrator is machined from two castings of Eccosorb
CR-110 (Emerson and Cuming 1980), one for the central
peak and one for the remainder, which are glued together



PIXIE Nulling Polarimeter 

AC Readout 
Nulling Polarimeter: Zero = Zero 

€ 

PLx =
1
2

EAy
2 + EBx

2( ) +∫ EBx
2 − EAy

2( )cos(zν /c) dν

PLy =
1
2

EAx
2 + EBy

2( ) +∫ EBy
2 − EAx

2( )cos(zν /c) dν

PRx =
1
2
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1
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2( )cos(zν /c) dν
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Fourier Transform 
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€ 

PLx =
1
2

EAy
2 + EBx

2( ) +∫ EBx
2 − EAy

2( )cos(zν /c) dν
PLx (ω) = gLx (ω ) SBx (ν) − SAy (ν)( ) , ω =ν * u /c

PLy (ω) = gLy (ω ) SBy (ν) − SAx (ν)( )
PRx (ω) = gRx (ω ) SAx (ν) − SBy (ν)( )
PRy (ω) = gRy (ω ) SAy (ν) − SBx (ν)( )

Resolution set by 
maximum excursion, 
 
highest frequency set 
by sample spacing 



Systematic Error Control 
Multiple Instrumental Symmetries 

Same information 4x per stroke  
with different time/space symmetries 

Spacecraft spin imposes 
amplitude modulation of 

entire fringe pattern 

Multiple Redundant Symmetries Allow Clean Instrument Signature 



Blackbody Calibrator 

Based on successful 
ARCADE calibrator 
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3 Positions Left Right Out 
40 thermometers to 
measure gradients 



PIXIE Fourier Transform 

Ideal 

Actual 

Optical 
Delay 

Physical 
Stroke 

Samples  
per Stroke 

Strokes  
per Spin 

±3.3  mm ±0.9 mm 341 24 

±5.0 mm ±1.3 mm 512 16 

±6.7 mm ±1.7 mm 683 12 

±8.0 mm ±2.1 mm 819 10 

±8.9 mm ±2.3 mm 910 9 

±10 mm ±2.5 mm 1024 8 

Phase delay L sets channel width 
Δν = c/L 

Number of samples sets frequency range 
N_chan = N_samp / 2 

 

Vary stroke length to apodize Fourier transform 

PIXIE: ~400 usable channels 
 Δν = 15 GHz 
 30 GHz to 6 THz (1 cm to 50 µm) 
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Foreground Science 

Cold 
Component 

Warm 
Component 

Fractional 
Polarization 

Hildebrand & Kirby 2004 

Polarization depends on composition 
•  Silicate: Colder, More polarized 
•  Carbonaceous: Warmer, Less 
polarized 

Sensitive probe of dust composition 

PIXIE data from 30 GHz to 6 THz 
•  Temperature(s) 
•  Fractional polarization 
•  Chemical composition 

 
Constrain dust properties for each line of sight 



Secondary Science: Inflation 

Blackbody calibrator: Spectral distortions 

Chemical potential 

€ 

µ =1.4 ΔE
E

Energy release at 106 < z < 108 

Silk damping of primordial perturbations 

•  Scalar index ns and running dln ns/dln k 
•  Physical scale ~1 kpc (1M¤) 

Daly 1991 
Hu, Scott, & Silk 1994 
Khatri, Sunyaev, & Chluba 2011 

PIXIE limit µ < 10-8 



Secondary Science: Reionization 

Hu & Holder 2003 

Polarization: Optical depth ~ Electron density n(z) 

 Angular scale çè  Horizon at redshift z 
 

Spectrum: y distortion ~ Electron pressure  ∫ 
nkTe •  PIXIE limit y < 5 x 10-9 

•  Distortion must be present at y ~ 10-7 

 

Determine nature of first luminous objects 

Combine to get n(z) and Te 

•  Te probes ionizing spectrum 
•  Distinguish Pop III, Pop II, AGN 

Same scattering for both signals: 



Secondary Science: Interstellar Medium 

400 Spectral Maps 
Stokes I, Q, U 
Δν = 15 GHz 

Continuum Emission 
•  Synchrotron, Dust 

Line Emission 
•  CO, C+, N+, O, … 

Dust Physics 
•  Silicate vs carbonaceous dust 
•  Large-scale magnetic field 

Diffuse ISM 
•  Temperature, Density  
•  Energy Balance 
•  Metalicity 

CO 3-2 

CO 2-1 

CO 1-0 

Dust Continuum 
C+ 

N+ 

OI 

Synch Continuum 

Extremely Rich Data Set! 



The FIRAS Experience 

The Instrument 
Fourier Transform 
Spectrometer 
Cold External Calibrator 
Internal Nulling 
1.4 K detector 
7 Degree beam 
 

Results 
Temperature to 2.72548 
+/-57 
  Fixsen ApJ 707:916 (2009) 

Black Body (+/- 50 PPM) 
  Fixsen etal ApJ 473:567 (1996) 

Dipole Spectrum (+/- 1%) 
  Fixsen etal ApJ 473:567 (1996) 

CIB Spectrum (+/- 30%) 
  Fixsen etal ApJ 508:123 (1998) 

CMB Anisotropy 
  Fixsen etal ApJ 486:623 (1997) 

Spectrum of CMB 
Anisotropy 
  Fixsen ApJ 594:L67 (2003) 

 
Limitations 
1.4 K detector (one good) 
Particle hits 
Averaged before fitting 
Limited Calibration Data 
Limited Thermometry 
 




